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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to a fuel cell vehicle in which the output voltage of a fuel cell is stepped up with
a DC/DC converter and supplied to a traction motor. More specifically, the present invention relates to a fuel cell vehicle
which enables the electric power saving and miniaturizing of the DC/DC converter mounted thereon.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] There are known fuel cell vehicles which produce drive power by supplying the electric power from a fuel cell
to a traction motor. The known fuel cell vehicles include fuel cell vehicles in which the output voltage of a fuel cell is
stepped up with a DC/DC converter and supplied to a traction motor (see U.S. Patent Application Publication No.
2006/0012340 and U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2007/0275276). The fuel cell vehicle disclosed in each of
the above publications includes an electric storage device in addition to the fuel cell, and has the traction motor driven
by the combined electric power from the fuel cell and the electric storage device.
[0003] JP 2008 091319 A shows a fuel cell vehicle comprising a traction motor, a fuel cell, a first DC/DC converter for
stepping up an output voltage of the fuel cell and supplying the stepped-up voltage to the traction motor, an electric
storage device, a second DC/DC converter disposed between the traction motor and the electric storage device, and a
controller for controlling the supply of electric power to the traction motor, wherein
the controller controls the first DC/DC converter to step up the output voltage of the fuel cell when the controller judges
that the output voltage of the fuel cell is lower than the necessary voltage of the traction motor.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0004] While the DC/DC converters disclosed in the above publications are effective to control the output voltage of
the fuel cell, there is still room for improvement in electric power saving and miniaturizing thereof.
[0005] The present invention has been made in view of the above problems. It is an object of the present invention to
provide a fuel cell vehicle which enables the electric power saving and miniaturizing of a DC/DC converter mounted
thereon for stepping up the output voltage of a fuel cell for a traction motor.
[0006] The invention provides a fuel cell vehicle according to claim 1.
[0007] The fuel cell vehicle comprises a traction motor, a fuel cell, a DC/DC converter for stepping up an output voltage
of the fuel cell and supplying the stepped-up voltage to the traction motor, and a controller for controlling the supply of
electric power to the traction motor, wherein the output voltage of the fuel cell is set to be higher than a necessary voltage
of the traction motor when the fuel cell vehicle is in a rated state in which the traction motor operates to produce an
output smaller than a continuous rated output thereof, and set to be lower than the necessary voltage of the traction
motor when the fuel cell vehicle is in a non-rated state in which the traction motor operates to produce an output larger
than the continuous rated output, and the controller controls the DC/DC converter to step up the output voltage of the
fuel cell when the controller judges that the output voltage of the fuel cell is lower than the necessary voltage of the
traction motor.
[0008] According to the present invention, the DC/DC converter steps up the output voltage of the fuel cell in the non-
rated state and does not step up the output voltage of the fuel cell in the rated state. Since the DC/DC converter does
not need to perform its step-up process when the fuel cell vehicle is in the rated state, the fuel cell vehicle can save
electric power. Additionally, in the specifications of the DC/DC converter, it is hardly necessary to take continuous-rating
into account, but it is only necessary to take time-rating into account. Therefore, the DC/DC converter can be reduced
in size.
[0009] Preferably, the controller calculates a target current for the fuel cell, and the controller uses the target current
for the fuel cell as the current target value in the rated state and uses the necessary voltage of the traction motor as the
voltage target value in the non-rated state.
[0010] Preferably, the fuel cell vehicle may further comprise a storage unit storing mapped data of requested outputs
and necessary voltages of the traction motor.
[0011] The controller may compare a target voltage for the fuel cell and the necessary voltage of the traction motor
with each other, and determine whether the fuel cell vehicle is in the rated state or in the non-rated state, based on the
result of the comparison.
[0012] Preferably, the continuous rated output represents a rated guaranteed output as an output of the traction motor
that is required for the fuel cell vehicle to climb a target gradient at a target vehicle speed which serves as a vehicle
power performance target value, the rated state is a traction motor driving state for driving the traction motor at an output
equal to or smaller than the rated guaranteed output, and the non-rated state is a traction motor driving state for driving
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the traction motor at an output greater than the rated guaranteed output.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013]

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a fuel cell vehicle according to a first embodiment for comparison;
FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a processing sequence of a general controller according to the first embodiment;
FIG. 3 is a diagram illustrative of the characteristic of a voltage required by a motor, the characteristic of a voltage
generated by a fuel cell, and the characteristic of a PDU target voltage according to the first embodiment;
FIG. 4 is a diagram illustrative of the current-voltage characteristic of the fuel cell;
FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrative of a method of determining a continuous rated output;
FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a processing sequence of a first converter controller according to the first embodiment;
FIG. 7 is a flowchart of a processing sequence of a second converter controller according to the first embodiment;
FIG. 8 is a diagram illustrative of the characteristic of a voltage required by a motor, the characteristic of a voltage
generated by a fuel cell, and the characteristic of a PDU target voltage according to a comparative example;
FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a fuel cell vehicle according to a second embodiment of the present invention; and
FIG. 10 is a flowchart of a processing sequence of a general controller according to the second embodiment.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0014] Fuel cell vehicles according to a plurality of embodiments of the present invention will be described below with
reference to the drawings.

A. First embodiment:

1. Arrangement of fuel cell vehicle 10:

(1) Overall arrangement:

[0015] FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a fuel cell vehicle 10 (hereinafter also referred to as "FC vehicle 10") according to
a first embodiment. The FC vehicle 10 basically includes a motor unit 20, an FC unit 40, a battery unit 60, and a general
controller 80.
[0016] When the FC vehicle 10 is in a propulsive mode, the motor unit 20 generates propulsive drive power for the
FC vehicle 10 with a traction motor 22. When the FC vehicle 10 is in a regenerative mode, the motor unit 20 supplies
the battery unit 60 with regenerated electric power [W] generated by the motor 22 (motor-regenerated electric power Preg).
[0017] When the FC vehicle 10 is in the propulsive mode, the FC unit 40 supplies the motor unit 20 with electric power
[W] generated by the fuel cell 42 (hereinafter also referred to as "FC 42") (FC-generated electric power Pfc). When the
FC vehicle 10 is in the regenerative mode, the FC unit 40 supplies the battery unit 60 with the FC-generated electric
power Pfc.
[0018] When the FC vehicle 10 is in the propulsive mode, the battery unit 60 supplies the motor unit 20 with output
electric power [W] from an electric storage device 62 (hereinafter also referred to as "battery 62") as an energy storage
(battery output electric power Pbat). When the FC vehicle 10 is in the regenerative mode, the battery unit 60 stores the
motor-regenerated electric power Preg and the FC-generated electric power Pfc in the electric storage device 62.
[0019] The general controller 80 controls the motor unit 20, the FC unit 40, and the battery unit 60, as will be described
in detail later.
[0020] The motor-regenerated electric power Preg, the FC-generated electric power Pfc, and the battery output electric
power Pbat may be supplied to auxiliaries, not shown, including lights, power windows, windshield wiper motors, etc.

(2) Motor unit 20:

[0021] The motor unit 20 includes, in addition to the motor 22, a power drive unit 24 (hereinafter also referred to as
"PDU 24"), a speed reducer 26, shafts 28, wheels 30, and a motor controller 32.
[0022] When the FC vehicle 10 is in the propulsive mode, the PDU 24 converts a generated DC electric current [A]
from the FC 42 (FC-generated current If) and an output current [A] from the battery 62 (battery output current Ibat) into
an alternating current, and supplies the alternating current as a current [A] for driving the motor 22 (motor driving current
Imd) to the motor 22. The rotation of the motor 22 which is driven by the supplied motor driving current Imd is transmitted
through the speed reducer 26 and the shafts 28 to the wheels 30.
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[0023] When the FC vehicle 10 is in the regenerative mode, the PDU 24 converts a regenerated AC current from the
motor 22 (motor-regenerated current Imr) into a DC current, and supplies the DC current as a battery charging current
Ibc to the battery unit 60. The battery 62 of the battery unit 60 is charged by the supplied battery charging current Ibc.
[0024] The motor controller 32 controls operation of the motor 22 and the PDU 24.

(3) FC unit 40:

[0025] The FC unit 40 includes, in addition to the FC 42, a hydrogen tank 44, an air compressor 46, an FC controller
48, a first DC/DC converter 50, a first converter controller 52, a bypass diode 54, a disconnecting diode 56, and a current
sensor 58.
[0026] The FC 42 is of a stacked structure formed by stacking cells each comprising an anode, a cathode, and a solid
polymer electrolyte membrane sandwiched between the anode and the cathode. The FC 42 is connected to the hydrogen
tank 44 and the air compressor 46 by pipes. Pressurized hydrogen in the hydrogen tank 44 is supplied to the anodes
of the FC 42. Air is supplied from the air compressor 46 to the cathodes of the FC 42. The hydrogen tank 44 and the air
compressor 46 are controlled in operation by the FC controller 48. The FC 42 generates the FC-generated current If
due to an electrochemical reaction between a reactant gas (fuel gas) of hydrogen and air (oxygen-containing gas). The
FC-generated current If is supplied through the current sensor 58, the first DC/DC converter 50, the bypass diode 54,
and the disconnecting diode 56 to the PDU 24 when the FC vehicle 10 is in the propulsive mode and to the battery unit
60 when the FC vehicle 10 is in the regenerative mode. The first DC/DC converter 50 comprises a so-called chopper-
type step-up DC/DC converter. When the FC-generated current If passes through the first DC/DC converter 50, the first
DC/DC converter 50 steps up a voltage [V] generated by the FC 42 (FC-generated voltage Vf). The first DC/DC converter
50 is controlled in operation by the first converter controller 52 based on a command from the general controller 80 and
a detected value from the current sensor 58.

(4) Battery unit 60:

[0027] The battery unit 60 includes, in addition to the battery 62, voltage sensors 64, 66, current sensors 68, 70, a
second DC/DC converter 72, and a second converter controller 74.
[0028] The battery 62, which is connected to a primary side 1S of the second DC/DC converter 72, may comprise a
lithium ion secondary battery, a nickel hydrogen secondary battery, or a capacitor, for example. In the first embodiment,
the battery 62 comprises a lithium ion secondary battery. The voltage sensor 64 detects a voltage [V] across the primary
side 1S of the second DC/DC converter 72 (primary voltage V1), and the voltage sensor 66 detects a voltage [V] across
a secondary side 2S of the second DC/DC converter 72 (secondary voltage V2). The current sensor 68 detects a current
flowing through the primary side 1S (primary current I1), and the current sensor 70 detects a current flowing through the
secondary side 2S (secondary current I2).
[0029] The second DC/DC converter 72 comprises a so-called chopper-type step-up/down DC/DC converter. When
the FC vehicle 10 is in the propulsive mode, the second DC/DC converter 72 steps up the primary voltage V1 and
supplies the stepped-up voltage to the secondary side 2S. When the FC vehicle 10 is in the regenerative mode, the
second DC/DC converter 72 steps down the secondary voltage V2 and supplies the stepped-down voltage to the primary
side 1S. Specifically, the second DC/DC converter 72 converts the secondary voltage V2 as a regenerated voltage [V]
generated by the motor 22 (motor-regenerated voltage Vreg) or the FC-generated voltage Vf of the FC 42 into a lower
voltage as the primary voltage V1, with which the battery 62 is charged.
[0030] The second converter controller 74 controls the second DC/DC converter 72 based on a command from the
general controller 80 and detected values from the voltage sensors 64, 66 and the current sensors 68, 70.

(5) General controller 80:

[0031] The general controller 80 controls the motor controller 32, the FC controller 48, the first converter controller 52,
and the second converter controller 74 based on a requested output [W] of the motor 22 (requested motor output
Pmr_req), requested electric power of the FC unit 40 (such as the air compressor 46, etc.), and requested electric power
of the auxiliaries, not shown, as described in detail later.
[0032] The general controller 80 comprises a CPU, a ROM, a RAM, a timer, input and output interfaces for an A/D
converter, a D/A converter, etc., and, if necessary, a DSP (Digital Signal Processor), etc. Each of the motor controller
32, the FC controller 48, the first converter controller 52, and the second converter controller 74 similarly comprises
those components.
[0033] The general controller 80, the motor controller 32, the FC controller 48, the first converter controller 52, and
the second converter controller 74 are interconnected by communication lines 82 such as a CAN (Controller Area
Network) of an intravehicular LAN. These controllers perform various functions by sharing input and output information
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from various switches and various sensors and executing programs stored in the ROMs under the CPUs based on the
input and output information from the various switches and various sensors.

(6) Others:

[0034] The switches and the sensors for detecting vehicle states include, in addition to the voltage sensors 64, 66 and
the current sensors 58, 68, 70, an ignition switch 84, an accelerator sensor 86, a brake sensor 88, and a vehicle speed
sensor 90, etc. which are connected to the communication lines 82.

2. Various control/processing processes:

(1) Processing sequence of the general controller 80:

[0035] FIG. 2 is a flowchart of a processing sequence of the general controller 80 for calculating control target values
used by the first DC/DC converter 50 and the second DC/DC converter 72.
[0036] In step S1, the general controller 80 calculates a requested motor output Pmr_req depending on the depression
of an accelerator pedal, not shown, indicated from the accelerator sensor 86.
[0037] In next step S2, the general controller 80 calculates a necessary voltage [V] of the motor 22 (necessary motor
voltage Vmr_nec) from the requested motor output Pmr_req. For calculating the necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec, the
general controller 80 uses the relationship (mapped data) between requested motor outputs Pmr_req and necessary
motor voltages Vmr_nec stored in a memory 81 of the general controller 80.
[0038] As shown in FIG. 3, the necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec is represented by a characteristic curve 100 (indicated
by the dotted line in FIG. 3) which is expressed by a linear function of the requested motor output Pmr_req. As with
general fuel cells, the FC 42 according to the first embodiment has a characteristic (I-V characteristic curve 102) (see
FIG. 4) such that as the FC-generated current If increases, the FC-generated voltage Vf decreases. The FC-generated
voltage Vf is represented by a characteristic curve 104 indicated by the dot-and-dash line in FIG. 3 such that the FC-
generated voltage Vf decreases as the output [W] of the motor 22 (motor output Pmr) increases. According to the first
embodiment, the specifications of the motor 22 and the FC 42 are determined such that a motor output P2 where the
characteristic curve 100 representing the necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec and the characteristic curve 104 representing
the FC-generated voltage Vf cross each other is a continuous rated output Pcr of the motor 22. Hereinafter, a state in
which the motor output Pmr is equal to or smaller than the continuous rated output Pcr will be referred to as "rated state",
and a state in which the motor output Pmr is greater than the continuous rated output Pcr will be referred to as "non-
rated state".
[0039] FIG. 5 is a diagram illustrative of a method of determining the continuous rated output Pcr. According to the
first embodiment, the continuous rated output Pcr represents a rated guaranteed output Pcg [W] as a motor output Pmr
that is required for the FC vehicle to climb a target gradient at a target vehicle speed Vtar [km/h] which serves as a
vehicle power target value. Therefore, the rated state is a traction motor driving state for driving the motor 22 at an output
equal to or smaller than the rated guaranteed output Pcg, and the non-rated state is a traction motor driving state for
driving the motor 22 at an output greater than the rated guaranteed output Pcg.
[0040] Referring back to FIG. 3, a target voltage [V] of the PDU 24 (PDU target voltage Vp_tar) is represented by a
characteristic curve 106 (indicated by the solid line in FIG. 3), and is established depending on the requested motor
output Pmr_req {Vp_tar = f(Pmr_req)}. The PDU target voltage Vp_tar is established such that when the requested
motor output Pmr_req is zero, the PDU target voltage Vp_tar is lower than the FC-generated voltage Vf.
[0041] Above a motor output P1 (the motor output Pmr where the characteristic curve 106 representing the PDU target
voltage Vp_tar and the characteristic curve 104 representing the FC-generated voltage Vf contact each other) and below
a motor output P2 (the motor output Pmr where the characteristic curve 100 representing the necessary motor voltage
Vmr_nec and the characteristic curve 104 representing the FC-generated voltage Vf cross each other, i.e., the continuous
rated output Pcr), the characteristic curve 106 representing the PDU target voltage Vp_tar decreases as the requested
motor output Pmr_req increases. For example, the characteristic curve 106 representing the PDU target voltage Vp_tar
is the same as the characteristic curve 104 representing the FC-generated voltage Vf between the motor outputs P1, P2.
[0042] When the requested motor output Pmr_req is greater than the motor output P2 (continuous rated output Pcr),
the characteristic curve 106 representing the PDU target voltage Vp_tar is equal to the characteristic curve 100 repre-
senting the necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec. In FIG. 3, a characteristic curve 108 indicated by the two-dot-and-dash
line between the motor output P1 and a motor output P3 represents a PDU target voltage Vp_tar_c according to a
comparative example to be described later.
[0043] Referring back to FIG. 2, in step S3, the general controller 80 calculates a target current [A] of the FC 42 (FC
target current If_tar) based on the requested motor output Pmr_req, the requested electric power of the FC unit 40 (such
as the air compressor 46, etc.), and the requested electric power of the auxiliaries, not shown. The calculated FC target
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current If_tar is indicated to the FC controller 48. Having received the FC target current If_tar, the FC controller 48
controls the FC 42, the hydrogen tank 44, and the air compressor 46 based on an error ΔIf1 between the FC target
current If_tar and the FC-generated current If detected by the current sensor 58 (ΔIf1 = If_tar - If), etc.
[0044] In next step S4, the general controller 80 calculates a target voltage of the FC 42 (FC target voltage Vf_tar)
using the I-V characteristic curve 102 (FIG. 4) of the FC 42. The I-V characteristic curve 102 is stored as mapped data
in the memory 81 of the general controller 80. The FC target current If_tar is calculated based on not only the requested
motor output Pmr_req, but also the requested electric power of the FC unit 40 and the requested electric power of the
auxiliaries. Therefore, it should be noted that the position of the necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec and the position of
the FC target voltage Vf_tar on the horizontal axis of FIG. 3 may be different.
[0045] In step S5, the general controller 80 determines whether the FC vehicle 10 is in the rated state or not. Specifically,
the general controller 80 determines whether or not the FC target voltage Vf_tar calculated in step S4 is equal to or
higher than the necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec calculated in step S2. As described above, the characteristic curve
100 representing the necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec and the characteristic curve 104 representing the FC-generated
voltage Vf cross each other at the continuous rated output Pcr (motor output P2). When the motor output Pmr is equal
to or smaller than the continuous rated output Pcr, the FC vehicle 10 is in the rated state, and when the motor output
Pmr is greater than the continuous rated output Pcr, the FC vehicle 10 is in the non-rated state. Therefore, when the
FC target voltage Vf_tar is equal to or greater than the necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec, the FC vehicle 10 is in the
rated state, and when the FC target voltage Vf_tar is smaller than the necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec, the FC vehicle
10 is in the non-rated state.
[0046] If the FC vehicle 10 is in the rated state (S5: Yes), then the general controller 80 sets the FC target voltage
Vf_tar as a voltage target value (voltage target value V2con_tar) after being stepped up by the second DC/DC converter
72 (V2con_tar ← Vf_tar), and indicates the voltage target value V2con_tar to the second converter controller 74 in step
S6. Meanwhile, the general controller 80 does not calculate a target value after being stepped up by the first DC/DC
converter 50 and does not operate the first DC/DC converter 50. Consequently, the FC-generated voltage Vf is supplied
to the PDU 24 through the bypass diode 54, not through the first DC/DC converter 50.
[0047] If the FC vehicle 10 is in the non-rated state (S5: No), then the general controller 80 sets the necessary motor
voltage Vmr_nec calculated in step S2 as a voltage target value V2con_tar for the second DC/DC converter 72 (V2con_tar
← Vmr_nec), and indicates the voltage target value V2con_tar to the second converter controller 74 in step S7. In next
step S8, the general controller 80 sets the FC target current If_tar determined in step S3 as a fuel cell current target
value (current target value I1con_tar) for the first DC/DC converter 50 (I1con_tar ← If_tar), and indicates the current
target value I1con_tar to the first converter controller 52.

(2) Processing sequence of the first converter controller 52:

[0048] FIG. 6 is a flowchart of a processing sequence of the first converter controller 52. In step S11, the first converter
controller 52 determines whether it has received the current target value I1con_tar for the first DC/DC converter 50 or
not. If the first converter controller 52 has not received the current target value I1con_tar (S11: No), then the FC vehicle
10 is considered to be in the rated state (the motor output Pmr is equal to or smaller than the continuous rated output
Pcr in FIG. 3). The first converter controller 52 does not operate the first DC/DC converter 50 (does not step up the FC-
generated voltage Vf), but supplies the FC-generated current If through the bypass diode 54 to the PDU 24.
[0049] If the first converter controller 52 has received the current target value I1con_tar (S11: Yes), then the FC vehicle
10 is considered to be in the non-rated state (the motor output Pmr is greater than the continuous rated output Pcr in
FIG. 3). In step S13, the first converter controller 52 controls the first DC/DC converter 50 according to a feedback
process using the current target value I1con_tar. Specifically, the first converter controller 52 calculates an error ΔIf2
between the current target value I1con_tar (= I1_tar) and the FC-generated current If detected by the current sensor 58
(ΔIf2 = I1con_tar - If), adjusts the drive duty ratio such that the FC-generated current If is equal to the current target
value Ilcon_tar, and steps up the FC-generated voltage Vf. At this time, the first converter controller 52 may rely on a
proportional-integral-derivative control process (PID control process).

(3) Processing sequence of the second converter controller 74:

[0050] FIG. 7 is a flowchart of a processing sequence of the second converter controller 74. In step S21, the second
converter controller 74 receives the voltage target value V2con_tar for the second DC/DC converter 72 which is sent in
step S6 or step S7 shown in FIG. 2. In next step S22, the second converter controller 74 controls the second DC/DC
converter 72 using the voltage target value V2con_tar. Specifically, the second converter controller 74 calculates a duty
ratio DUT defined according to the equations (1) through (7) shown below, and energizes the switching elements, not
shown, of the second DC/DC converter 72 with the duty ratio DUT to step up the primary voltage V1. 
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[0051] In the equation (1), the FF term represents a feed-forward term, and the FB term a feedback term. In the
equation (3), the P term, the I term, and the D term represent the proportional term, the integral term, and the derivative
term, respectively, of the proportional-integral-derivative control process (PID control process). In the equations (4)
through (6), Kp, Ki and Kd represent a proportional coefficient, an integral coefficient and a derivative coefficient, re-
spectively.

(4) Comparative example:

[0052] FIG. 8 shows a comparative example for comparison with the characteristics according to the first embodiment
shown in FIG. 3. The comparative example is based on FIG. 3 of U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2007/0275276,
for example. In FIG. 8, the characteristic curve 100 representing the necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec and the char-
acteristic curve 104 representing the FC-generated voltage Vf cross each other as in FIG. 3. However, while the continuous
rated output Pcr shown in FIG. 3 is set to the motor output P2 where the characteristic curve 100 representing the
necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec and the characteristic curve 104 representing the FC-generated voltage Vf cross
each other (Pcr = P2), the continuous rated output Pcr shown in FIG. 8 is set to a value greater than the motor output
P2 (Pcr > P2).
[0053] The PDU target voltage Vp_tar_c shown in FIG. 8 is represented by a characteristic curve, which increases as
the motor output Pmr increases. Therefore, the PDU target voltage Vp_tar shown in FIG. 3 is different from the PDU
target voltage Vp_tar_c shown in FIG. 8 as follows:
[0054] The PDU target voltage Vp_tar_c according to the comparative example (FIG. 8) increases from Vp_p1 to
Vp_p2’ as the motor output Pmr increases from P1 to P2, and is greater than the FC-generated voltage Vf. Therefore,
as the motor output Pmr increases from P1 to P2, the FC-generated voltage Vf needs to be stepped up according in the
comparative example.
[0055] The PDU target voltage Vp_tar according to the first embodiment (FIG. 3) decreases from Vp_p1 to Vp_p2 as
the motor output Pmr increases from P1 to P2. Stated otherwise, the characteristic curve 106 representing the PDU
target voltage Vp_tar decreases in the same manner as the characteristic curve 104 representing the FC-generated
voltage Vf in the range from the PDU target voltage Vp_p1 when the motor output Pmr is P1 to the PDU target voltage
Vp_p2 when the motor output Pmr is P2. Consequently, the FC-generated voltage Vf does not need to be stepped up
by the first DC/DC converter 50 when the motor output Pmr is placed between P1 and P2.
[0056] According to the comparative example (FIG. 8), furthermore, when the motor output Pmr is placed between
P2 and P3, the characteristic curve 108 representing the PDU target voltage Vp_tar_c is greater than the characteristic
curve 100 representing the necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec. The motor output P3 represents the motor output Pmr
where the PDU target voltage Vp_tar_c according to the comparative example crosses the necessary motor voltage
Vmr_nec. Therefore, when the motor output Pmr is placed between P2 and P3, the FC-generated voltage Vf needs to
be stepped up in excess of the necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec in the comparative example.
[0057] The PDU target voltage Vp_tar according to the first embodiment (FIG. 3) has the same characteristic as the
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necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec when the motor output Pmr is placed between P2 and P3. Consequently, since the
PDU target voltage Vp_tar according to the first embodiment is close to the necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec when
the motor output Pmr is placed between P2 and P3, compared with the PDU target voltage Vp_tar_c according to the
comparative example, excessive step-up of the FC-generated voltage Vf by the first DC/DC converter 50 can be avoided.

3. Advantages of the first embodiment:

[0058] According to the first embodiment, as described above, the first DC/DC converter 50 performs its step-up
process when the FC vehicle 10 is in the non-rated state, and does not perform its step-up process when the FC vehicle
10 is in the rated state. Since the first DC/DC converter 50 does not need to perform its step-up process when the FC
vehicle 10 is in the rated state, the FC vehicle 10 can save electric power. Additionally, in the specifications of the first
DC/DC converter 50, it is hardly necessary to consider continuous-rating, but it is only necessary to consider time-rating.
Therefore, the first DC/DC converter 50 can be reduced in size.
[0059] According to the first embodiment, the bypass diode 54 is employed to supply the FC-generated electric power
Pfc from the FC 42 to the motor 22 in bypassing relation to the first DC/DC converter 50. Consequently, when the first
DC/DC converter 50 does not perform its step-up process, it is possible to supply electric power from the FC 42 to the
motor 22 not via the first DC/DC converter 50. At this time, any electric power consumption which would otherwise be
caused by the internal resistance of the first DC/DC converter 50 is avoided.
[0060] The second converter controller 74 according to the first embodiment performs a voltage target value control
process for the second DC/DC converter 72 in either one of the rated state and the non-rated state, and uses different
control target values (the FC target voltage Vf_tar and the necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec) respectively in the rated
state and the non-rated state. Since the second converter controller 74 uses the different voltage control target values
in the rated state and the non-rated state, the second converter controller 74 can control operation of the second DC/DC
converter 72 differently in the rated state and the non-rated state.
[0061] Moreover, the second converter controller 74 uses the FC target voltage Vf_tar as a voltage control target value
in the rated state and uses the necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec as a voltage control target value in the non-rated state.
Since the second converter controller 74 uses the FC target voltage Vf_tar as a voltage control target value in the rated
state, it is possible to take into account the electric generation efficiency of the FC 42. Since the second converter
controller 74 uses the necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec as a voltage control target value in the non-rated state, the
necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec can reliably be realized.
[0062] According to the first embodiment, the FC vehicle 10 has the memory 81 of the general controller 80 which
stores mapped data of requested motor outputs Pmr_req and necessary motor voltages Vmr_nec. Since requested
motor outputs Pmr_req and necessary motor voltages Vmr_nec are available as mapped data, the general controller
80 can quickly determine the necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec.
[0063] According to the first embodiment, the general controller 80 compares the FC target voltage Vf_tar and the
necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec with each other, and determines whether the FC vehicle 10 is in the rated state or
the non-rated state based on the result of the comparison. Since the result of the comparison between the FC target
voltage Vf_tar and the necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec is used as a basis for judgment, the general controller 80 can
reliably determine whether the FC-generated voltage Vf is lower than the necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec or not.

Second embodiment:

1. Differences with the first embodiment:

[0064] FIG. 9 is a block diagram of a fuel cell vehicle 10A (hereinafter also referred to as "FC vehicle 10A") according
to a second embodiment of the present invention. The FC vehicle 10A according to the second embodiment is basically
the same as the FC vehicle 10 according to the first embodiment, but is different therefrom in that it does not have the
bypass diode 54. Instead, the FC vehicle 10A has a duty ratio DUT of 100% for the switching elements, not shown, of
the first DC/DC converter 50, directly connecting the FC42 side and the PDU24 side of the first DC/DC converter 50 to
each other. The FC-generated voltage Vf is thus supplied to the PDU 24 without being stepped up by the first DC/DC
converter 50.
[0065] FIG. 10 is a flowchart of a processing sequence of the general controller 80 of the FC vehicle 10A for calculating
control target values used by the first DC/DC converter 50 and the second DC/DC converter 72.
[0066] Steps S31 through S35, S38, S39 shown in FIG. 10 are identical to steps S1 through S5, S7, S8 shown in FIG.
2. In step S36, the general controller 80 does not calculate a voltage target value V2con_tar after being stepped up as
a control target value for the second DC/DC converter 72, but calculates a current target value I2con_tar which represents
the current in the fuel cell side of the first DC/DC converter 50 for use as a control target value for the second DC/DC
converter 72. The current target value I2con_tar is sent to the second converter controller 74. Having received the current
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target value I2con_tar, the second converter controller 74 calculates an error ΔIf3 between the current target value
I2con_tar and the FC-generated current If detected by the current sensor 58 (ΔIf3 = I2con_tar - If), and controls the
second DC/DC converter 72 according to a feedback process in order to eliminate the error ΔIf3.
[0067] In next step S37, the general controller 80 calculates a target duty ratio DUT1con_tar of 100% as a control
target value (control command) for the first DC/DC converter 50. The target duty ratio DUT1con_tar of 100% is sent to
the first converter controller 52. Having received the target duty ratio DUT1con_tar of 100%, the first converter controller
52 continuously turns on the switching elements, not shown, of the first DC/DC converter 50, directly connecting the
FC42 side and the PDU24 side of the first DC/DC converter 50 to each other. The first DC/DC converter 50 thus supplies
the FC-generated voltage Vf to the PDU 24 without stepping up the FC-generated voltage Vf.

2. Advantages of the second embodiment:

[0068] The second embodiment offers the following advantages in addition to or instead of the advantages described
with respect to the first embodiment.
[0069] The second converter controller 74 according to the second embodiment performs a current target value control
process for the second DC/DC converter 72 in the rated state and performs a voltage target value control process for
the second DC/DC converter 72 in the non-rated state. Since the second converter controller 74 performs the current
target value control process in the rated state and performs the voltage target value control process in the non-rated
state, the second converter controller 74 can control operation of the second DC/DC converter 72 differently in the rated
state and the non-rated state.
[0070] Moreover, the second converter controller 74 uses the FC target current If_tar as a current target value in the
rated state and uses the necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec as a voltage target value in the non-rated state. Since the
second converter controller 74 uses the FC target current If_tar as a current target value in the rated state, it is possible
to take into account the electric generation efficiency of the FC 42. Since the second converter controller 74 uses the
necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec as a voltage target value in the non-rated state, the necessary motor voltage Vmr_nec
can reliably be realized.

C. Modifications:

[0071] The present invention is not limited to the above embodiments, but may employ various arrangements based
on the disclosure of the present description. For example, the present invention can employ the following arrangements:
[0072] In each of the above embodiments, the fuel cell vehicle has the battery 62 in addition to the FC 42 as an electric
power supply. However, the fuel cell vehicle may have only the FC 42 as an electric power supply.
[0073] In the above embodiments, the result of the comparison between the FC target voltage Vf_tar and the necessary
motor voltage Vmr_nec is used as to determine whether the fuel cell vehicle is in the rated state or in the non-rated
state. However, the result of the comparison between the FC-generated voltage Vf and the necessary motor voltage
Vmr_nec may be used.
[0074] In the above embodiments, the data of requested motor outputs Pmr_req and necessary motor voltages
Vmr_nec are mapped and stored. However, necessary motor voltages Vmr_nec may successively be calculated based
on requested motor outputs Pmr_req.
[0075] In the above embodiments, the processing sequences are distributed across a plurality of controllers (the
general controller 80, the motor controller 32, the FC controller 48, the first converter controller 52, and the second
converter controller 74). However, all the processing sequences may be carried out by a single controller (e.g., the
general controller 80).

Claims

1. A fuel cell vehicle (10A) comprising a traction motor (22), a fuel cell (42), a first DC/DC converter (50) for stepping
up an output voltage of the fuel cell (42) and supplying the stepped-up voltage to the traction motor (22), an electric
storage device (62), a second DC/DC converter (72) disposed between the traction motor (22) and the electric
storage device (62), and a controller (52, 74, 80) for controlling the supply of electric power to the traction motor
(22), wherein
the output voltage of the fuel cell (42) is set to be higher than a necessary voltage of the traction motor (22) when
the fuel cell vehicle is in a rated state in which the traction motor (22) operates to produce an output smaller than a
continuous rated output thereof, and set to be lower than the necessary voltage of the traction motor (22) when the
fuel cell vehicle is in a non-rated state in which the traction motor (22) operates to produce an output larger than
the continuous rated output;
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the controller (52, 74, 80) is adapted to control the first DC/DC converter (50) to step up the output voltage of the
fuel cell (42) when the controller (52, 74, 80) judges that the output voltage of the fuel cell (42) is lower than the
necessary voltage of the traction motor (22);
the controller (52, 74, 80) is adapted to perform a current target value control process for the second DC/DC converter
(72) in the rated state; and is adapted to perform a voltage target value control process for the second DC/DC
converter (72) in the non-rated state.

2. A fuel cell vehicle (10A) according to claim 1, wherein the controller (80) calculates a target current for the fuel cell
(42); and
the controller (80) uses the target current for the fuel cell (42) as the current target value in the rated state and uses
the necessary voltage of the traction motor (22) as the voltage target value in the non-rated state.

3. A fuel cell vehicle (10A) according to claim 1 or 2, further comprising:
a storage unit (81) storing mapped data of requested outputs and necessary voltages of the traction motor (22).

4. A fuel cell vehicle (10A) according to any one of claims 1 to 3, wherein the controller (80) compares a target voltage
for the fuel cell (42) and the necessary voltage of the traction motor (22) with each other, and determines whether
the fuel cell vehicle is in the rated state or in the non-rated state, based on the result of the comparison.

5. A fuel cell vehicle (10A) according to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the continuous rated output represents a
rated guaranteed output as an output of the traction motor (22) that is required for the fuel cell vehicle to climb a
target gradient at a target vehicle speed which serves as a vehicle power performance target value;
the rated state is a traction motor driving state for driving the traction motor (22) at an output equal to or smaller
than the rated guaranteed output; and
the non-rated state is a traction motor driving state for driving the traction motor (22) at an output greater than the
rated guaranteed output.

Patentansprüche

1. Brennstoffzellenfahrzeug (10A), welches aufweist: einen Traktionsmotor (22), eine Brennstoffzelle (42), einen ersten
Gleichstrom/Gleichstrom-Wandler (50) zum Hochstufen einer Ausgangsspannung der Brennstoffzelle (42) und Zu-
führen der hochgestuften Spannung zu dem Traktionsmotor (22), eine elektrische Speichervorrichtung (62), einen
zweiten Gleichstrom/Gleichstrom-Wandler (72), der zwischen dem Traktionsmotor (22) und der elektrischen Spei-
chervorrichtung (62) angeordnet ist, sowie einen Controller (52, 74, 80) zum Steuern der elektrischen Energiezufuhr
zu dem Traktionsmotor (22), wobei
die Ausgangsspannung der Brennstoffzelle (42) höher gesetzt wird als eine erforderliche Spannung des Traktions-
motors (22), wenn sich das Brennstoffzellenfahrzeug in einem Nenn-Zustand befindet, in dem der Traktionsmotor
(22) arbeitet, um eine Leistung zu erzeugen, die kleiner ist als seine Dauer-Nenn-Leistung, und um sie niedriger zu
setzen als die erforderliche Spannung des Traktionsmotors (22), wenn sich das Brennstoffzellenfahrzeug in einem
Nicht-Nenn-Zustand befindet, in dem der Traktionsmotor (22) arbeitet, um eine Leistung zu erzeugen, die größer
ist als die Dauer-Nenn-Leistung;
der Controller (52, 74, 80) dazu ausgelegt ist, den ersten Gleichstrom/Gleichstrom-Wandler (50) zu steuern, um die
Ausgangsspannung der Brennstoffzelle (42) hochzustufen, wenn der Controller (52, 74, 80) bewertet, dass die
Ausgangsspannung der Brennstoffzelle (42) niedriger ist als die erforderliche Spannung des Traktionsmotors (22);
der Controller (52, 74, 80) dazu ausgelegt ist, in dem Nenn-Zustand einen Strom-Sollwert-Steuerprozess für den
zweiten Gleichstrom/Gleichstrom-Wandler (72) durchzuführen; und
dazu ausgelegt ist, in dem Nicht-Nenn-Zustand einen Spannungs-Sollwert-Steuerprozess für den zweiten Gleich-
strom/Gleichstrom-Wandler (72) durchzuführen.

2. Brennstoffzellenfahrzeug (10A) nach Anspruch 1, wobei der Controller (80) einen Soll-Strom für die Brennstoffzelle
(42) berechnet; und
der Controller (80) in dem Nenn-Zustand den Soll-Strom für die Brennstoffzelle (42) als den Strom-Sollwert verwendet
und in dem Nicht-Nenn-Zustand die erforderliche Spannung das Traktionsmotors (22) als den Spannungs-Sollwert
verwendet.

3. Brennstoffzellenfahrzeug (10A) nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, das ferner aufweist:
eine Speichereinheit (81), die kartierte Daten von angeforderten Leistungen und erforderlichen Spannungen des
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Traktionsmotor (22) speichert.

4. Brennstoffzellenfahrzeug (10A) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 3, wobei der Controller (80) einen Sollwert für die
Brennstoffzelle (42) mit der erforderlichen Spannung des Traktionsmotor (22) vergleicht, und basierend auf dem
Ergebnis des Vergleichs bestimmt, ob sich das Brennstoffzellenfahrzeug in dem Nenn-Zustand oder in dem Nicht-
Nenn-Zustand befindet.

5. Brennstoffzellenfahrzeug (10A) nach einem der Ansprüche 1 bis 4, wobei die Dauer-Nenn-Leistung eine garantierte
Nenn-Leistung als Leistung des Traktionsmotors (22) repräsentiert, die für das Brennstoffzellenfahrzeug benötigt,
um eine Soll-Steigung mit einer Soll-Fahrzeuggeschwindigkeit, die als Fahrzeugleistungs-Sollwert dient, hochzu-
fahren;
wobei der Nenn-Zustand ein Traktionsmotor-Antriebszustand ist, um den Traktionsmotor (22) mit einer Leistung
anzutreiben, die gleich oder kleiner als die garantierte Nenn-Leistung ist; und
der Nicht-Nennzustand ein Traktionsmotor-Antriebszustand ist, um den Traktionsmotor (22) mit einer größeren
Leistung anzutreiben als der garantierten Nenn-Leistung.

Revendications

1. Véhicule à pile à combustible (10A) comprenant un moteur de traction (22), une pile à combustible (42), un premier
convertisseur CC/CC (50) permettant d’augmenter une tension de sortie de la pile à combustible (42) et de fournir
la tension augmentée au moteur de traction (22), un dispositif de stockage électrique (62), un second convertisseur
CC/CC (72) disposé entre le moteur de traction (22) et le dispositif de stockage électrique (62), et un dispositif de
commande (52, 74, 80) permettant de commander l’alimentation en énergie électrique du moteur de traction (22),
dans lequel
la tension de sortie de la pile à combustible (42) est réglée pour être supérieure à une tension nécessaire du moteur
de traction (22) lorsque le véhicule à pile à combustible est dans un état nominal dans lequel le moteur de traction
(22) fonctionne pour produire une sortie inférieure à une sortie nominale continue de celui-ci, et est réglée pour être
inférieure à la tension nécessaire du moteur de traction (22) lorsque le véhicule à pile à combustible est dans un
état non nominal dans lequel le moteur de traction (22) fonctionne pour produire une sortie supérieure à la sortie
nominale continue ;
le dispositif de commande (52, 74, 80) est adapté pour commander le premier convertisseur CC/CC (50) pour
augmenter la tension de sortie de la pile à combustible (42) lorsque le dispositif de commande (52, 74, 80) juge
que la tension de sortie de la pile à combustible (42) est inférieure à la tension nécessaire du moteur de traction (22) ;
le dispositif de commande (52, 74, 80) est adapté pour effectuer un procédé de commande de valeur cible de
courant pour le second convertisseur CC/CC (72) dans l’état nominal ; et
est adapté pour effectuer un procédé de commande de valeur cible de tension pour le second convertisseur CC/CC
(72) dans l’état non nominal.

2. Véhicule à pile à combustible (10A) selon la revendication 1, dans lequel le dispositif de commande (80) calcule un
courant cible pour la pile à combustible (42) ; et
le dispositif de commande (80) utilise le courant cible pour la pile à combustible (42) comme valeur cible de courant
dans l’état nominal et utilise la tension nécessaire du moteur de traction (22) comme valeur cible de tension dans
l’état non nominal.

3. Véhicule à pile à combustible (10A) selon la revendication 1 ou 2, comprenant en outre :
une unité de stockage (81) stockant des données mappées de sorties demandées et de tensions nécessaires du
moteur de traction (22).

4. Véhicule à pile à combustible (10A) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 3, dans lequel le dispositif de
commande (80) compare une tension cible pour la pile à combustible (42) et la tension nécessaire du moteur de
traction (22) l’une à l’autre, et détermine si le véhicule à pile à combustible est dans l’état nominal ou dans l’état
non nominal, sur la base du résultat de la comparaison.

5. Véhicule à pile à combustible (10A) selon l’une quelconque des revendications 1 à 4, dans lequel la sortie nominale
continue représente une sortie garantie nominale comme une sortie du moteur de traction (22) qui est requise pour
que le véhicule à pile à combustible grimpe un gradient cible à une vitesse cible de véhicule qui sert de valeur cible
de performance de puissance de véhicule ;
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l’état nominal est un état d’entraînement de moteur de traction permettant d’entraîner le moteur de traction (22) à
une sortie inférieure ou égale à la sortie garantie nominale ; et
l’état non nominal est un état d’entraînement de moteur de traction permettant d’entraîner le moteur de traction (22)
à une sortie supérieure à la sortie garantie nominale.
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